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Little Printer lives in your home, bringing you news, puzzles and 
gossip from friends. Use your smartphone to set up subscriptions and 
Little Printer will gather them together to create a timely, beautiful 
miniature newspaper.Connected to the Web, Little Printer has a wide 
range of sources available to check on your behalf. We call them 
“publications”. Subscribe to your favourites and choose when you’d 
like them delivered. Right on time Little Printer gathers everything it 
needs to prepare a neat little personalised package, printed as soon as 
you press the button. You can get deliveries multiple times a day, but 
we find once or twice works best–like your very own morning or 
evening newspaper.Little Printer holds a compact, inkless, thermal 
printer. Its zero-configuration wireless connection to the Web (via 
the Bridge unit, included) lets you place it wherever you have a 
power outlet. Little Printer is constructed in high-gloss injection 
moulded plastic and the brushed steel faceplate holds the paper, 
framing each delivery as it prints.Graphic design is at the heart of 
everything Little Printer delivers, making the most of connectivity 
and print combined. Rendered in crisp black and white these tactile 
publications take visual cues from traditional halftone lithography 
and modern pixel art, whether they’re the latest international news or 
this week’s gossip from friends. Bridge sits by your broadband router 
and wirelessly connects Little Printer to the web, which makes it 
easy for you to place Little Printer where you can see it. 
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